
UNPLUGGED QUARTER is a work of longer fiction. The stuff presented in it happened 
between May and August, 200-. Nayana Mendis comes to Kandy, after receiving a 
government appointment. Poornaka receives him there. The said Nayana takes lodgings 
at Chandani Welivita's place. In the meantime, Vahanya and Bheemsingha undertake a 
heavy repairing of their paneling and ceiling. Sri is in his final year as a student of 
English. Manishka, too, is in her final year as a student of Drama. UNPLUGGED 
QUARTER, among other possibilities, is an arrangement that runs along these lines.

During May and August of the same year Vihanga Perera was in Colombo. He was 
based in Colombo 15, taking buses through Colombos 14, 12, 10 and 8, on his way to 
Colombo 7; and back. His day was spent among an assortment of folks of several age 
groups and attitudes that came from Colombos 3,4,5 and 7. He left this curious 
number game in August that year --- the month in which UNPLUGGED QUARTER 
comes to an end.
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BGT Thotawatte and Titus Rodrigo are two 
academics of two generations. The narrator 
compares their “contest” to the agon between 
Aeschylus and Euripides in Aristophanes' play 
“The Frogs”. Bheemsingha believes that their 
ancestral house is founded on pillars that would 
hold back time and mutability. Vahanya, though, 
is not too sure of it. Nayana turns up at the 
Navy-Kandy game with a girl named Chandima. 
A few weeks afterwards, while sitting by a river, Sri visualizes Chandima – as he 
remembers her from that last meeting.

Vihanga Perera's poetry on: 
http://vkper.wordpress.com

UNPLUGGED QUARTER

Place your orders with Kush --- kukannangara@yahoo.ie; or with Vihanga --- 
owlgeorgeperera@yahoo.com

Delivery begins in January. 

I write. I edit. I publish. I [partly] distribute. I am. Vihanga.

Rolling on: Vihanga Perera 
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